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Abstract
Resist-based ion beam lithography has been studied by exposing different species of ions (He+,
Si++, Ga+ and Au++) on 700 and 2000 Å thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (or PMMA) films
supported on Si substrates. By comparing the resist sensitivities to different ions and the
cross-sectional shapes of the developed features with the simulation outputs from the TRIM
(TRansport of Ions in Matter) software, long-chain scissoring in PMMA can be largely
attributed to ion-initiated electron cascades (as evaluated by ion energy loss to the electrons) and
recoil atom cascades (as evaluated by vacancy distribution in TRIM). The ion-initiated electron
cascades contribute more to the resist sensitivity for the lighter ions, while the recoil atom
cascades are more important for the heavier ions. A proportional relation between the resist
sensitivity and the product of the ion energy loss to electrons and vacancy number is obtained
semi-empirically for heavy ions. The He+ ion is the only ion species that can travel through and
therefore expose the entire 2000-Å thick PMMA resist film, while the heaviest ion, Au++,
provides the highest resist sensitivity. The effective energy and momentum impartment to the
resist by the ion, as revealed by recoil atom cascades and vacancy formation, is important to
significantly expanding the material types suitable for ion beam lithography.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: focused ion beam, ion beam lithography, PMMA, transport of ions in matter
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1. Introduction

With the continuing development of focused ion beam (FIB)
microscopy particularly in imaging and patterning resolutions,
expansion of the types of ion sources and ion species, and com-
bination with other techniques, FIB microscopy has now been
extensively employed in various analytical and manufacturing
fields, including nano-device prototyping, circuit editing and
reverse engineering [1–7]. For a high-resolution scanning FIB
microscope, two types of ion sources are commonly used: gas
field ion source (GFIS) and liquid metal ion source (LMIS). In
a GFIS, ions are generated by field-ionizing incoming gaseous

atoms (He, Ne) in a high electrical field in the vicinity of
a tungsten tip so sharp that only three atoms (a trimer) are
present at the tip apex [8, 9]. In a LMIS, ions are emitted from
the Taylor cone of the liquid metal, which is formed when
a high voltage (~10 kV) is applied between an extractor and
the liquid metal wetted tip [10–13]. The working principles
of these ion sources, together with some of their characterist-
ics, are shown schematically in figure 1. The He+ ion beam
generated from a GFIS has three orders of magnitude higher
brilliance (in A cm−2sr) than the Ga+ LMIS [8]. However,
there are two disadvantages that limit its widespread usage:
(1) to date the only available ion species in a commercial FIB
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of Helium gas field ion source (GFIS), and of Gallium liquid metal ion source (LMIS) and AuSi liquid
metallic alloy ion source (LMAIS), and their typical operating characteristics.

microscope are based on He+ and Ne+; and (2) the trimer at
the tip only lasts a couple of weeks at most and needs to re-
generate, and there is a continued degradation of the beam
current often rapidly in the short period after the trimer is
formed. This latter aspect limits the time frame of any exper-
iment that requires beam stability over an extended period of
time. Understandably, the LMIS is considerably more popular
in FIB because the LMIS could easily overcome these lim-
itations of the GFIS. For a LMIS, there is a broad range of
ion species (nearly half of the elements in the periodic table)
from light ion such as Be+ to heavy ion such as Bi+. Fur-
thermore, the metallic ion species can come from not just ele-
mental metals but indeed metal alloys (binary or ternary alloys
at appropriate eutectic concentrations) [1, 13]. A LMIS can
also last as long as there is metal in the reservoir (before it
needs to be re-filled), which is significantly longer than the
40 weeks afforded by 20 newly generated trimers, each with
a 2 week lifetime, typically obtainable from a GFIS. More
importantly, the ion beam so generated is stable over a sig-
nificantly longer contiguous period of time than a trimer from
a GFIS, making the LMIS much more viable for large-area or
extended lithography application.

Resist-based ion beam lithography (IBL), although not as
popular and well-developed as optical lithography and elec-
tron beam lithography (EBL), has attracted much recent atten-
tion because of its high resolution, high resist sensitivity and
negligible proximity effects [14–17]. In comparison with elec-
tron beams, ion beams also have additional unique capabil-
ities such as milling and doping, which makes a FIB micro-
scope more versatile in a manufacturing process than an elec-
tron microscope. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (or PMMA) is
one of the most frequently used resists in EBL. The electron-
PMMA interaction process is well known: the long chain in
PMMA is scissored into developer-soluble smaller chains by
high-energy electrons, which include the primary electrons
emitted from the electron source and focused by the lenses,
the secondary electrons generated inside the PMMA polymer
as the primary electrons forwardly scatter inside the film and
ionize the polymer, and the backscattered electrons when the

primary electrons are backscattered by atomic nuclei in the
substrate [18]. When a primary electron collides with a target,
any secondary electron(s) ejected from the target could fur-
ther collide with and knock out electrons from nearby targets.
In this way, the primary electron initiates an electron cascade.
The spatial range and geometrical profile of the electron cas-
cade determine the depth and lateral dimension of the electron
exposure (which is sometimes called the probe volume). Evid-
ently, the PMMA-based IBL is more complicated than EBL,
because ions can activate not only the electron cascade, just as
the primary electrons in EBL, but also the recoil atom cascade.
The latter is the result of displacement of atoms (H, C, O) in
PMMA caused by high-energy ion collisions and momentum
impartment. If electron removal can cause long-chain scissor-
ing, atom removal (i.e. generation of vacancies in the mater-
ial lattice) can obviously make long-chain scissoring not just
viable but indeed more efficient. This enhanced efficiency has
enabled orders of magnitude lower dose needed in IBL than
EBL to expose the same resist [14, 17].

The high-energy ion-matter interaction process can be stud-
ied by using the TRIM (TRansport of Ions inMatter) program,
which uses the Monte Carlo method to simulate the ion-atom
collisions to generate the recoil atom cascade [19]. In addition
to furnishing a direct view of the trajectories of the incident ion
and recoil atoms and of their stopping sites in a selected mater-
ial, TRIM also provides useful calculated parameters such as
ion ranges, ion energy losses to phonons, electrons and recoil
atoms, and vacancy numbers. Here, we expose high-energy
He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++ ion beams to write a test pattern
consisting of a series of straight lines on a 700-Å and a 2000-
Å thick PMMA layers deposited on Si substrates. In each case
of the ion beams, we then examine the cross sections of the
developed lines with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to
evaluate the resist sensitivity, i.e. the dissolved volume caused
by an ion (Å3/ion). (Although Si+ and Au+ ion beams are also
available, they generally exhibit larger beam spots than their
respective doubly charged ions, therefore making them less
desirable for lithography application.) We further compare our
experimental results with the TRIM simulations for exposures
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of these different ions. To account for the long-chain scissoring
by ion-induced and recoil atom-induced electrons (similar to
secondary electrons in EBL), we obtain the ‘ionization’ data
in TRIM, i.e. energy losses to electrons by incident ion and
by recoil atoms. To account for the long-chain scissoring by
H, C and O atom displacement, we also determine the num-
ber of vacancies (or vacancy number) as a function of depth.
From the Ga+ and Au++ exposure study, the resist sensitiv-
ity is found to be proportional to the product of the ion energy
loss to electrons and vacancy number. Furthermore, the cross-
sectional shapes of the developed lines in the 2000-Å thick
PMMA are discernibly different for different incident ions:
pear shape for He+, Florence flask shape for Si++ and trench
shape for Ga+ and Au++. This indicates that long-chain scis-
soring is mainly driven by ion-initiated electron cascade for
He+, with increasing contribution from the recoil atom cas-
cade for the heavier incident ions.

2. Experimental and simulation details

Si(100) chips (5 mm × 10 mm in size, 0.5 mm thick, p-type)
with native oxide were degreased and sequentially cleaned by
sonication in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized
water, each for 10 min, and dried by nitrogen gas. PMMA
A2 and A4 with a molecular weight of 950 kDa (MicroChem
Corp.) were then spin-coated at 4000 rpm onto the Si sub-
strates to give a 700-Å and a 2000-Å thick films, respect-
ively. The film thicknesses measured by atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) are 70 ± 5 and 200 ± 10 nm, respectively.
It should be noted that we use the unit of Å instead of nm
here, because it is more consistent with the TRIM program,
which does not provide the nm unit. After spin-coating, the Si
chips were baked at 180 ◦C on a hot plate for 90 s. The ion
beam exposures were performed in three separate instruments
in our laboratory: a Zeiss Orion Plus helium ion microscope
equipped with a pattern generator developed by Fibics Inc.
for He+ [20]; a Zeiss Auriga dual-beam FIB-SEM worksta-
tion also equipped with the Fibics pattern generator for Ga+;
and a Raith ionLine ion beam lithography system for Si++

and Au++ [21]. Sets of parallel lines (500 µm long for He+

and Ga+, 1 mm long for Si++ and Au++) were patterned
onto the PMMA films with a series of doses. The beam (or
probe) currents delivered to the sample were 0.9, 2.1, 2.1 and
3.2 pA (measured by a Faraday cup, all using a 10µmdiameter
objective lens or mass selecting aperture) for He+, Si++, Ga+

and Au++, respectively, and the corresponding beam energies
were 43, 70, 30 and 70 keV for He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++,
respectively. As we intend to obtain the highest lithography
resolution, the choice of these energies for the ions is based on
the highest imaging and milling resolutions obtainable in their
respective instruments. It should be noted that as the voltage
applied on the liquid metal alloy ion source to generate Si++

and Au++ was 35 kV, the effective beam energy for the doubly
charged ions was therefore doubled. Furthermore, when con-
verting the dose unit from pA cm−1 to ions/cm, a coefficient of
0.5 should be applied to the doubly charged ions. A short line
was cut on the Si surface before PMMA spin coating. After

the focus of the ion beam was optimized at the end of the pre-
cut line, we performed the exposure 100 µm away. Typically,
the ion exposure time for a 500 µm line was less than 1 s,
while the write time that also included the pattern generator
calculation time and stage movement time (in the Raith ion-
Line system) was a few seconds. After exposure, the samples
were developed in a MIBK:IPA (1:3) solution (MicroChem
Corp.) at room temperature for 30 s, and then rinsed in IPA for
30 s. A 60-Å thick Au/Pd thin film was sputter-coated on the
sample surface to enhance its electrical conductivity for SEM
measurement. After immersing in liquid N2 for 60 s, the Si
chip was cleaved along the pre-cut short line, which was used
as a reference mark in the line patterning process to ensure that
the Si was cleaved across the patterned lines. The cross section
of the developed lines was examined in a Zeiss Merlin SEM
with a 10 keV beam energy.

The simulation was performed by using the TRIM program
in the SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) soft-
ware package (version 2013) [19]. The ion data input included
ion species and its energy, while the target system inputs
corresponding to the two experimental samples were 700-Å
PMMA on 2000-Å Si, and 2000-Å PMMA on 2000-Å Si. The
simulation was carried out using detailed calculation in full
damage cascadesmode. A total number of 2000 ionswere used
for the calculation in order to obtain good statistics. The tra-
jectory of each ion in the target was followed and examined.
A high-energy incident ion could eject electrons and recoil
atoms, with the former quantified as ‘ionization-energy loss
to electrons by ions’ and the latter as ‘energy loss to recoils’
and ‘knock-on vacancies’ in TRIM. Subsequently, the emit-
ted electrons, if given sufficiently high energy, could undergo
further transport inside the film and eject other electrons, caus-
ing an electron cascade similar to that occurs in EBL. Unfor-
tunately, this process was not tracked by TRIM. On the other
hand, the emitted recoil atom, if given sufficiently high energy,
could also transport inside the film and could knock out not
just recoil atoms but also electrons, causing both recoil cas-
cade and electron cascade (the latter of which is considered
second order when compared with the ion-initiated electron
cascade in terms of sequence and energy). The trajectories of
the emitted atoms (H, C, O and Si) and their vacancy num-
bers were recorded. The energy loss to electrons by recoils was
quantified as ‘ionization-energy loss to electrons by recoils’ in
TRIM. It is worth noting that if the ion or a recoil atom collide
with an atom but does not have sufficient energy to displace
it, the energy imparted to the atom would be represented by
‘energy loss to phonons’, which could amount to 50% of the
initial ion energy for heavy ions. We compare these simulation
data with the experimental results (on the resist sensitivity and
cross-sectional shape of the developed line) to gain insight into
the ion-PMMA interaction process that governs the final litho-
graphy results.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 compares the experimental and simulation results
for He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++ ion exposures on the suppor-
ted 700-Å thick PMMA film. The top panels show the SEM
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Figure 2. Top: SEM images of cross sections of developed lines on a 700-Å thick PMMA film patterned by (a) He+ at 43 keV, dose:
9.0 × 107 ions cm−1; (b) Si++ at 70 keV, dose: 3.1 × 107 ions cm−1; (c) Ga+ at 30 keV, dose: 2.6 × 108 ions cm−1, and (d) Au++ at
70 keV, dose: 2.8 × 107 ions cm−1. The scale bar represents 100 nm. Middle: Simulated ion trajectories provided by TRIM. Bottom: Depth
profiles of energy loss to electrons by ion (red), energy loss to electrons by recoil atoms (blue), and vacancy number (magenta).

images of cross sections of the developed lines; the center
panels show the ion trajectories in the sample; and the bot-
tom panels show the depth profiles of ionization energy loss
and vacancy data. The depth profiles of ionization energy loss
correspond to the amounts of energy loss to electrons by an
incident ion (in red colour) or recoil atoms (in blue) when
the respective ion or recoil atoms travel one Angstrom dis-
tance at different depth. The vacancy depth profiles corres-
pond to the sum of H, C and O vacancies caused by both
the incident ion (knock-on) and recoils when they transport
one Angstrom distance at different depth (in magenta col-
our). For each ion species, we have patterned the lines with a
series of doses and obtained the cross-sectional SEM images
of the developed lines. With increasing doses, the depths of
the developed lines appear to increase correspondingly until
the entire film is exposed for the light ions or until an apparent
depth limit is reached in the film for the heavy ions. Further
increasing the dose enlarges the line width, and even leads
to overdosed un-dissolved parts in the cross section of the
developed lines. We have chosen to display in figure 2 (top
panels) the patterns with the appropriate minimal dose for
which the developed line has just been completely through the
PMMA film for He+ and Si++ or has just reached its depth
limit for Ga+ and Au++. He+ and Si++ ions are capable of
exposing completely through the entire 700-Å thick PMMA
film with 9.0 × 107 and 3.1 × 107 ions cm−1, respectively,
apparently due to their small atomic masses and therefore long

travel distances as revealed in the ion trajectory simulation
(> 2700Å for He+, ~2000Å for Si++). In contrast, the PMMA
film is not thoroughly exposed by the heavier ions of Ga+ and
Au++, with their depth limits reached with respective doses
of 2.6 × 108 and 2.8 × 107 ions cm−1. In their respective
SEM images, about 100 and 50 Å thick layers of the respect-
ive PMMAfilms under the lines are not dissolved, which cause
the entire metallised patterned layers to be removed after lift-
off in acetone. In the corresponding ion trajectory simulation
results (figures 2(c) and (d), middle panels), there are indeed
considerably less ions reaching the bottom of the PMMA
film.

The corresponding line widths of the developed lines are
measured to be 600, 600, 1000, 1100 Å for He+, Si++,
Ga+ and Au++ ions, respectively. It should be noted that the
respective sizes of the beam spots for optimal beam condi-
tions as commissioned by the manufacturers are 3.5, 80, 25
and 120 Å, and the developed lines are therefore considerably
wider than the ion beam spots. The line width (and corres-
pondingly the probe volume in three dimensions) is caused by
the ion-PMMA interaction process, which depends on other
factors such as the ion trajectory, ion-induced electron and
recoil cascades in addition to the beam-spot size. In spite of
the difficulty to quantify the contributions of individual factors
to the line width, because of the lack of beam spot meas-
urement and of the inaccessible electron cascade information
in TRIM, we can draw some general conclusions from the
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Table 1. Experimental and simulated results of ion exposures on 700-Å and 2000-Å thick PMMA films. All simulated results (energy loss
to electrons by ion, energy loss to electrons by recoils, energy loss to recoils by ion, and vacancy number per ion) are obtained by
integrating their corresponding depth profiles over the entire thickness of the PMMA film.

Ion Species Energy (keV)
Momentum
(Kg · m s−1)

Energy loss to
electrons per
ion (eV)

Energy loss to
electrons by
recoils (eV)

Energy loss to
recoils per ion
(eV)

Vacancy num-
ber per ion

Sensitivity
(Å3/ion)

700 Å thick PMMA film
He+ 43 9.6 × 10−21 5592 72 188 3 5.6 × 105

Si++ 70 3.2 × 10−20 11 810 5261 14 798 154 1.8 × 106

Ga+ 30 3.3 × 10−20 2572 10 066 25 280 430 1.9 × 105

Au++ 70 8.6 × 10−20 10 181 21 911 55 244 914 2.0 × 106

2000 Å thick PMMA film
He+ 43 9.6 × 10−21 14 860 297 718 12 1.4 × 106

Si++ 70 3.2 × 10−20 23 783 19 455 41 638 575 1.5 × 106

Ga+ 30 3.3 × 10−20 2526 10 329 24 976 439 2.2 × 105

Au++ 70 8.6 × 10−20 10 131 22 743 55 175 957 1.8 × 106

measurement and simulation. In general, the He+ ion micro-
scope has a higher spatial resolution, due to a smaller beam
spot (3.5 Å in the instrument specifications) than that of Si++

ion microscope (80 Å in the instrument specifications). This is
consistent with He+ ions originating from a single atom of the
trimer tip in the GFIS while Si++ ions from the Taylor cone
in the LMIS. The helium ion microscope also has smaller lens
aberrations, which enable a smaller beam spot. Furthermore,
the trajectories of the He+ ions and recoil atoms in the PMMA
region are evidently more confined than those of the Si++ ions
and recoil atoms in the simulation data. In spite of these inher-
ent advantages of He+ over Si++, the developed lines for He+

and Si++ are found to have similar widths. There exists there-
fore (ion, recoil atom, electron)-PMMA interaction that has a
broader lateral range for He+ than for Si++. Our conclusion
is that this could be due to He+ ion-initiated electron cascade.

We have measured the dissolved area (in Å2) in the cross-
sectional image of the developed lines, and then divided it
by the dose (in ions/Å) to obtain the PMMA sensitivity to
the ion (in Å3/ion), which corresponds to the soluble-in-
developer volume caused by a single ion. We have also integ-
rated the depth profiles for energy loss to electrons by ion
(red), energy loss to electrons by recoils (blue) and vacancy
number (magenta) in figure 2 (bottom panels) over the thick-
ness of the PMMA film (up to 700 Å) to obtain the integ-
rated energy losses to electrons by ion and by recoils, and the
integrated vacancy numbers in the entire PMMAfilm, respect-
ively. Similarly, we have calculated the integrated energy loss
to recoil atoms by ion. These measured and calculated data for
the He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++ ions are compared in table 1.
Evidently, the energy loss to recoil atoms by ion, the energy
loss to electrons by recoil atoms, and the vacancy number all
increase with increasing mass of the ion. Not surprisingly, the
lighter ions (He+, Si++) and ions with a higher energy (Si++,
Au++) tend to lose more energy to the electrons. As for res-
ist sensitivity, Si++and Au++ ions provide the highest values
(~2 × 106 Å3/ion), which is nearly 3.5 times that of He+, and
ten times that of Ga+. Between Si++ and Au++ ions, all the
simulation data are found to be higher for Au++ than for Si++,
except for the energy loss to electrons by ion (of which Au++

is 15% lower than Si++). In spite of this, Si++ ions have two
advantages over Au++ ions in terms of resist sensitivity: the
corresponding depth profile of the energy loss to electrons by
ion (red curves in figure 2, bottom panels) has a much steeper
slope for Au++ than for Si++, indicating a faster drop in the
energy imparting to electrons as the ion travels deeper into the
PMMA film. The Si++ ion-initiated electron cascade there-
fore leads to more long-chain cleavage than the Au++ ion-
initiated electron cascade in the PMMA film. Another advant-
age of the lighter ions over heavier ions is that the lighter ions
could reach the Si substrate and further generate backscattered
ions and electrons. A small extent of undercut observed in the
He+ and Si++ developed lines (figure 2, top panels) reveals
this back scattering effect (often also known as the proxim-
ity effect). As the result of the favorable depth profile of the
energy loss to electrons by ion and the backscattering effect
for Si++, the resist sensitivities for Au++ and Si++ ions are
found to be similar, although the overall vacancy number gen-
erated by Au++ is six times of that by Si++.

Since no backscattering (from the Si substrate) occurs for
Ga+ and Au++ ion exposures, we can compare their exper-
imental and simulation results to deduce a semi-empirical
relation that determines the resist sensitivity. The ratio of
the resist sensitivity of Au++ to that of Ga+ is 10.5
(=2.0 × 106/1.9 × 105). The closest value (8.4) in the sim-
ulation results can be obtained from the ratio of the product
of energy loss to electrons by ion and the vacancy number
[(10 181 × 914)/(2572 × 430)]. This suggests that the res-
ist sensitivity is proportionally dependent on the ion-initiated
electron cascades (evaluated by energy loss to electrons by
ion) and the number of ion- and recoil-induced vacancies. The
value of the energy loss to electrons by recoils (that represents
the recoil atom-initiated electron cascades) is not included in
the product because the resulting ratio (18.3) would deviate
too much from the experimental result (10.5). As the recoil
atom-initiated electron cascade is considered a ‘second-order’
effect in terms of sequence and importance, it is not expected
to play a major role in long-chain scissoring and is therefore
not considered here.We also find good correlation between the
resist sensitivity and the product of energy loss to electrons by
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Figure 3. Top: SEM images of cross sections of developed lines on a 2000-Å thick PMMA film patterned by (a) He+ at 43 keV, dose:
1.8 × 108 ions cm−1; (b) Si++ at 70 keV, dose: 1.4 × 108 ions cm−1; (c) Ga+ at 30 keV, dose: 2.6 × 108 ions cm−1, and (d) Au++ at
70 keV, dose: 5.6 × 107 ions cm−1. The scale bar represents 100 nm. Middle: Simulated ion trajectories provided by TRIM. Bottom: Depth
profiles of energy loss to electrons by ion (red), energy loss to electrons by recoil atoms (blue), and vacancy number (magenta).

ion and the vacancy number in the results for the 2000-Å thick
PMMA film (table 1).

SEM images of the cross sections of the developed lines
patterned on the 2000-Å thick PMMA film, together with the
corresponding simulation results are shown in figure 3. The
exposure doses are 1.8 × 108, 1.4 × 108, 2.6 × 108, and
5.6× 107 ions cm−1 for He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++, respect-
ively. The ion trajectories of the four ion species are clearly
dependent on their masses. For He+, almost all the ions could
penetrate the thicker film and are therefore able to expose the
entire film. The He+ beam is also confined around the incident
beam axis with the smallest lateral dispersion. For Si++, only
a small number of ions can reach the Si substrate, and the over-
all spatial extent of the ion trajectories forms a pear shape. For
the heavier ions Ga+ and Au++, their trajectories are nearly
unchanged from those found in the 700-Å thick film, because
their stopping ranges are less than 700 Å. Their lateral disper-
sions are small and even (except for the top 10%–20% depth).
Since the ion-PMMA interaction depths in the 2000-Å thick
film for He+ and Si++ are nearly three times of those in the
700-Å thick film, the extension and expansion of the interac-
tion into the thicker film can be revealed.

In contrast to the similar trench shape in the 700-Å thick
film found for all the ion species, the cross-sectional shapes of
the lines are quite different in the 2000-Å thick film: pear shape
for He+, Florence flask shape for Si++, and trench shape
for Ga+ and Au++. These differences in the cross-sectional

shapes are the result of different ion-PMMA interaction pro-
cesses and volumes, which can be analysed with the aid of
the TRIM simulation. The calculated data from the simula-
tion are compared in table 1. As we have demonstrated above,
the ion-initiated electron cascades and the ion- and recoil-
induced vacancies are mainly responsible for the long-chain
scissoring. The ion-initiated electron cascade is expected to
have a similar shape as the primary electron-initiated (second-
ary) electron cascade in matter. It is known that the scatter-
ing of primary electrons in matter displays pear shape. Indeed,
we observe similar pear-shaped cross sections after the same
lines are exposed using a 10 keV electron beam on the 2000-
Å thick PMMA film (see supporting information (avaliable
online at stacks.iop.org/Nano/31/325301/mmedia) on SEM
cross-sectional imaging of the developed lines, and the Monte
Carlo simulation result of the electron beam in PMMA film).
The depth profile of the vacancy number (magenta curve)
can be obtained from TRIM simulation. In figure 3, we also
observe the pear-shaped cross sections of the He+ exposed
lines. Together with the negligible vacancy number caused by
a He+ ion (12, table 1), these results indicate that long-chain
scissoring is accomplished predominantly by the ion-initiated
electron cascade. For a He+ ion, its overall energy loss to elec-
trons by ion is the second largest (only smaller than that for
Si++). For Si++, the cross-sectional shape, with the round bot-
tom being much wider, is more akin to that of a Florence flask
rather than a pear. As the pear shape mainly results from the
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ion-initiated electron cascade, the widening in the thicker film
near 1400 Å is related to the large vacancy number induced
by the recoil atom cascade. Indeed, the depth profile of the
vacancy number (magenta curve) exhibits a peak at 1440 Å.
Meanwhile, the peaks in the depth profiles of the vacancy num-
bers for Ga+ andAu++ are found to be located at considerably
smaller depths (360 and 500 Å, respectively), but their corres-
ponding cross-sectional shapes are trench-like with relatively
straight sidewalls and no apparent widening at the correspond-
ing depth (figure 3, top panels). This is likely due to the small
depth of the developed lines, in which the overlap of the expan-
sion ranges of the scattered electrons, ions and atom recoils are
relatively even around the incident beam axis. Straight vertical
edges are also observed on the top parts of the developed lines
in the thicker films for He+ and Si++.

The resist sensitivity is mainly related to the ion-initiated
electron cascade, ion- and recoil-induced vacancies, and also
to the backscattering effect for light ions (He+). The resist
sensitivities to the heavier ions (Si++, Ga+ and Au++) in the
2000-Å thick film are generally similar to those in the 700-
Å thick film. For He+, however, its resist sensitivity for the
thicker film is 2.5 times that for the thinner film (table 1). We
attribute this increase in resist sensitivity to the larger range
of the ion-initiated electron cascade and the higher number of
vacancies as a result of the longer travelling distance of a He+

ion available in the thicker film. This allows the lighter ion
to cause long-chain scissoring over the available greater depth
in the thicker film before leaving the resist and entering the
substrate. For the 2000-Å thick film, the ratio of resist sens-
itivity for Au++ to Ga+ (8.2) is found to be in good accord
with the ratio of the products of their respective energy losses
to electrons by ion and vacancy numbers (8.7). This semi-
empirical relation is therefore applicable to both the thicker
film and the 700-Å thick film (observed previously). This con-
firms that the long-chain scissoring capability is proportional
to the ion-initiated electron cascade and the ion- and recoil-
induced vacancies for Ga+ and Au++. However, the ratio of
resist sensitivity to Au++ to that to He+ (1.3) is significantly
smaller than the ratio of the products of their respective energy
losses to electrons by ion and vacancy numbers (54). This
could be due to underestimate of the long-chain scissoring cap-
ability of the He+ ion-initiated electron cascade. The energy
loss to electrons by ion decreases with increasing depth at a
much faster rate for Au++ than for He+, as shown in their
respective depth profiles (red curves in figure 3, bottom pan-
els). On the other hand, the ratio of resist sensitivity for Au++

to Si++ (1.2) is larger than the ratio of the products of their
respective energy losses to electrons by ion and vacancy num-
bers (0.7), which suggests overestimate of the long-chain scis-
soring capability of the Si++ ion-initiated electron cascade.
Apparently, the Si++ ion-initiated electron cascade deeper in
the film causes less long-chain cleavage than those generated
close to the film surface.

4. Concluding remarks

We have studied simple line patterns generated by ion beam
lithography by exposure of several commonly accessible ions

(He+, Si++, Ga+ and Au++) on a 700-Å thick and a 2000-Å
thick PMMA resist films supported on Si substrates, and com-
pared the experimental results with the TRIM simulation.
From the resist sensitivity and the cross-sectional shape of
the developed lines, we conclude that in the ion-PMMA inter-
action process, long-chain scissoring is mainly accomplished
by ion-initiated electron cascades and ion-induced recoil atom
cascades, which can be evaluated respectively by energy loss
to electrons by ion and vacancy distribution in the TRIM sim-
ulation. For heavy ions, we obtain a semi-empirical relation
between the resist sensitivity and the product of the energy loss
to electrons by ion and the vacancy number. The ion-initiated
electron cascade occurs over the entire depth for He+ and con-
tributes more to long-chain scissoring than those for the heav-
ier ions. The lightest ion species, He+, therefore offers the best
ion source for ion beam lithography for the thicker (2000-Å)
PMMA resist film, which could become important for patterns
that require a thick metallization layer. On the other hand,
Au++ provides the highest resist sensitivity because of the
largest vacancy number generated in the recoil atom cascade.
Of the four ions considered here, Au++ therefore provides
the most efficient source for exposing large-area patterns on
a thinner PMMA resist. Since high energy ion-matter inter-
action induces recoil atom cascades and generates vacancies,
which does not occur in electron- or photon-matter interaction,
new types of resist materials could potentially be developed
specifically for ion beam lithography.
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